Abstract
Introduction
Over the past few years, hedge funds and related alternative investments have gained in popularity as traditional assets such as equities, corporate bonds, and venture capital have lost considerable market value due to the worsening economic conditions. Ideally, a hedge fund offers diversification benefits without a large reduction in expected profit/returns. University endowments in the US have benefited by this approach (see Swensen 1999) . In this context, a desirable pattern would be to achieve the expected gains of equity assets or even better, with substantial diversification benefits. While this goal may be elusive in the short run, we show that certain forms of hedge funds -namely funds that follow trends -can play a role in dynamic, multi-period asset allocation. 1 ddarius@princeton.edu 2 ailhan@princeton.edu 3 mulvey@princeton.edu 4 ksimsek@princeton.edu 5 sircar@princeton.edu Within the alternative asset universe, hedge funds are increasingly popular as possible investment opportunities for wealthy investors who possess long time horizons. It is therefore of interest to study the problem of how this alternative asset class modifies such investors' allocation problem. In this article, we employ a straightforward model of a certain type of hedge fund's returns, namely a primitive trend-following strategy described by a lookback straddle. Fung and Hsieh (1997) introduced this model; we describe how these funds capture long volatility positions and are thereby desirable for multi-period investors.
Private investment vehicles, such as hedge funds, private equity and venture capital, have grown in size and importance over the past twenty years. A characterization of hedge funds (and similar commodity trading advisors (CTAs)) is given by Fung and Hsieh (1999) . We consider only those hedge funds that are broadly described as trend following or market timing. According to Table 5 of Fung and Hsieh (1999) , 58.1% of CTAs pursue trend following strategies. This may also be the case for a much smaller fraction of general hedge funds. However, Fung and Hsieh (2001) discuss the connection between market timing, as described by Merton (1981) , and trend following, so the present analysis may apply to a larger segment of the hedge fund world, namely market timers.
Fung and Hsieh analyzed the returns of many hedge funds and their empirical relationships to a number of asset classes and concluded that the primitive trend following properties of many of these funds was reasonably modeled by replicating a lookback straddle on equities. They first used an extension of Sharpe's (1992) asset class factor model for style analysis to illustrate that dynamic, rather than buy-and-hold, trading strategies better explain hedge fund returns (Fung and Hsieh, 1997) . Developing this idea further leads to the conclusion that selected hedge funds generate option-like returns. Specifically looking at trend-following funds, Fung and Hsieh (2001) suggest the option that best models these strategies is a lookback straddle. This is the model we shall use as a proxy for hedge funds.
The next section sets up the framework for the environment in which the quantitative analysis was done. We discuss constructing a lookback asset category and the multi-period stochastic optimization model. Results and conclusions are presented in Sections 3 and 4. We see that the lookback straddle benefits multi-period investors who have low levels of risk aversion.
Methods and Models

2.1: The Lookback Straddle
The lookback straddle is a derivative security that pays the holder the difference of the maximum and minimum prices of the underlying asset over a given time period. Suppose this time period is [0,T] and let (S t ) denote the price process of the underlying. Then a lookback straddle is simply a combination of a lookback put, which pays S max -S T and a lookback call which pays S T -S min . We shall refer to the straddle combination as a single derivative with payoff S max -S min .
There is a closed form solution for the Black-Scholes no-arbitrage price of a lookback straddle. The method for obtaining this formula, which is convenient for the simulation in Section 3, is discussed in Goldman et al. (1979) and results in the following:
The price of the underlying at time t; J t :
The running maximum of S from time 0 up to time t;
The running minimum of S from time 0 up to time t. That is, 0 0 min max
In addition, we define r :
The short rate or risk-free rate of return; σ :
The volatility of the underlying S; N :
The cumulative normal distribution function. Then the formula for the price of the lookback call is: 
log 2 log 2
Similarly, the formula for the lookback put is:
The price of the lookback straddle is given by:
The general idea is that the holder benefits from the dominant trend in the underlying over the given time period. In particular, he or she profits from a large spread between the maximum and minimum, which is an indicator of high volatility. The lookback straddle serves as a condensation of hedge funds' strategies that seek to time the market and are neutral about its direction. Although there may be simpler trend following rules, the lookback straddle is a convenient idealization of the concept of capturing the dominant trend of the underlying. It is an extension of Merton's (1981) market timer model which was simply a straddle.
2.2: Market Model and Scenario Generation
To model future uncertainty of asset returns in our portfolio problem, we utilize a representative set of scenarios. Stochastic differential equations and time series analysis are two commonly used techniques to generate anticipatory scenarios. In this paper, we employ the former technique, in which a sequence of economic factors (for example GDP, corporate earnings, interest rates and inflation) drives the asset returns. The basic idea is to generate a scenario tree (Figure 2 .2) for the asset returns over a pre-defined planning horizon. In our empirical tests, we discretize the planning period into 40 quarterly time periods. Each scenario depicts a single path in this scenario tree. A standard variance reduction method, antithetic variates, is employed to improve the accuracy of the model's recommendations. We employ indirect inference methods for calibrating the parameters of the resulting stochastic system (Gourieroux, Monfort and Renault 1993) .
The expected annualized arithmetic and geometric returns and the expected annualized risks of each asset class in the opportunity set are shown in Table 3 .1. 
2.3: The Lookback Straddle Asset Class
The scenario generator simulates market conditions over a ten-year period at quarterly intervals. To describe hedge funds as alternative investments, we use a rolling portfolio of lookback straddles on US equities. There are many ways to construct this portfolio using options of different maturities each carrying different weights, which might be calibrated from real hedge fund returns. In this paper, we choose to use a simple strategy of buying one lookback straddle at time zero, holding it until expiration, then rolling the payoff into a new straddle of the same maturity, resulting in a self-financing portfolio. We study the properties of returns generated by this strategy using lookback straddles with maturities as short as one quarter (3 months) up to ten years.
The scenario generation produces quarterly returns, but a holder of a lookback straddle should obtain the difference between the maximum and minimum as if the underlying were monitored continuously. To track the maximum and the minimum on a daily basis, we locally approximate the intra-quarter trajectories using geometric Brownian motion with the overall ten-year historical volatility of the scenarios (23%), constructed with a Brownian bridge. Even though this reduces the monitoring bias, it does not eliminate it, and furthermore it introduces a new problem. That is, we are now simulating the underlying asset class with geometric Brownian motion even though the scenario generator uses a more complex and realistic model. We deal with the collective effect of these biases by pricing the lookback straddles, using the Black-Scholes formulas given above, with a pricing volatility that is lower than the historical volatility of the scenarios.
To find an asset class with the appropriate properties, we look at choosing different maturities and pricing volatilities. The statistics are given in Table A. 1. There is a tradeoff between the pricing volatility and the trend-following horizon (or option maturity). An investor with a short investment horizon is looking for a significant trend to materialize in the near future, and thus his returns are very sensitive to the price of the lookbacks, as can be seen from Table A.1. Longer maturity investors' returns are less sensitive to the price.
In our analysis, we choose lookback straddles with one-year maturity priced at 14% volatility. This asset class has low geometric return (5%) and high volatility (59%) and captures the basic characteristics of the primitive trend following strategies (PTFS) used by Fung and Hsieh (2001 , Table 1 ).
To summarize the characteristics of this asset class, we compute the geometrically averaged return over each ten-year scenario. We also constructed for comparison an alternative portfolio consisting of European straddles, which comprises a call and put both with at-the-money strike prices. This is Merton's market timing model. The histograms of the returns for the two investments are shown in Figure 2 .3. Notice, the volatility of the lookbacks are lower than the European straddles, but they are still significantly higher than, for example, US equities (23%).
Finally we show in Figure 2 .4, the sensitivity of the risk and return of the lookback asset class to small changes in the pricing volatility. Note that the risk is relatively insensitive, but that taking a pricing volatility 14.7% results in a negative geometric return. We discuss in Section 4 how asset classes with negative geometric returns would not improve the efficient frontier. On the face of it, even the lookback asset class that we choose, with high volatility and low (positive) return, also would not seem like a good investment by any reasonable optimization criteria. However, in a multi-period framework, there is opportunity for volatility pumping, as we will show in Section 3. That is, the real value to an investor of dynamic strategies such as lookback straddles is when they are incorporated within a portfolio model with dynamic rebalancing.
2.4: Stochastic Optimization Algorithm
In this section, our goal is to analyze the effects of adding lookback straddles as an alternative investment option into a portfolio consisting of the following asset classes: cash, US equity, European equity, Far East equity, Private equity, government bonds and US high-quality bonds. For the purpose of simplicity, we make the following assumptions.
1. Transaction costs, market impact costs, and liquidity considerations are ignored.
2.
Alternative investments are held through tax-exempt or tax-deferred locations. In this paper we will stick with those assumptions but the model can be adjusted to incorporate taxes or transaction costs (see Kipcak 2001) . Our analysis is presented in terms of efficient frontiers, plotting expected return versus risk.
2.5: Static Portfolio Model
First, we consider a static portfolio model, which is an application of the buy-and-hold decision rule over the 40 quarters. An investor who employs the buy-and-hold policy, as its name implies, decides upon a certain asset allocation to start with and does not trade at all until termination. This is the traditional Markowitz mean-variance framework. Note that short positions are not allowed. The algebraic formulation of the optimization model is as follows: (1 ) α − , is the expected annualized temporal variance of portfolio returns over the investment horizon. It acts as a penalization term. Equations (2.5) and (2.6) define the total portfolio returns per period under each scenario. Constraint (2.7) makes sure that the asset weights add up to 1. For convenience, the initial wealth is assumed to be 1 unit. Finally, constraint (2.8) assumes that short selling is not allowed.
In order to draw an efficient frontier, we solve the optimization problem using a non-convex solver (Maranas et al. 1997, and Ziemba 1998) . Different points on the frontier are found by varying the value of α . Because we are interested in the effect of the allowing lookback straddles in our portfolio, we first restrict its weight to be 0 (eliminating it from the opportunity set). Then, we reintroduce it by removing this restriction.
2.6: Dynamic Portfolio Model
Next, we examine a dynamic portfolio model, which relies upon a fixed-mix decision rule. An investor who employs this fixed-mix policy sets a target asset allocation and maintains it throughout the planning horizon by trading at all available trading dates. As asset values move randomly, asset weights diverge from the target mix. The investor rebalances his portfolio to the target weights by transferring assets from one to another at the end of each trading date (i.e. every quarter, in our case). As is well known (Merton, 1990) , many simple continuous-time investment models for utility maximization yield fixed-mix optimal strategies, which motivates these as a convenient basis for our dynamic portfolio model. See Mulvey et al. (1997) and Perold and Sharpe (1988) for further applications.
By omitting transaction costs, we eliminate the need to keep track of the weights before and after rebalancing. Instead, each period's portfolio return can be found simply by using the target mix and the individual asset returns for that period. Then, by accumulating the period returns, we will obtain the return over the investment horizon.
With the definition of the parameters and variables remaining the same, the dynamic portfolio model is formulated as follows: .
This model is different from the static model in two aspects. First, the return part (the first term) of the objective function (2.9) is defined as the expected annualized geometric return of the portfolio. The second difference can be observed in equation (2.10), where the total portfolio return per period is defined for each scenario.
Results
We generate 1000 equally likely return scenarios for each asset class for a period of ten years or forty quarters (Mulvey [1996 and ). Using these return scenarios, we come up with the return-risk characteristics of each asset class in the opportunity set (shown in 
: Attributes of Asset Classes
For the static portfolio problem (Model 1), we find that the presence of lookback straddles in the opportunity set leaves the results unaltered. In other words, the lookback straddles do not improve the portfolio in a static portfolio optimization framework. Upon further examination, this is an intuitive conclusion, because for a buy-and-hold type outlook, an investor would not want to carry an asset class that has the properties of the lookback straddles (i.e. low geometric return and high volatility/risk).
The green line in Figure 3 .1 depicts the efficient frontier for the single-period problem, with the corresponding mixes given in Table 3 .2 (all numbers in percent). For the multi-period portfolio case (Model 2), we conduct the same strategy for generating an efficient frontier. Using a non-convex solver and varying values for α , we first restrict the weight for lookback straddles to be 0. The red line in Figure 3 .1 depicts the resulting efficient frontier for this multi-period model, with the corresponding mixes given in Table 3 .3 (all numbers in percent). Observe that the portfolios at the top of this frontier consist of multiple assets, as compared with the results of the static model. This result is common for multi-period investment models. See Mulvey (2000) , and Fernholz and Shay (1982) . Examination of the efficient portfolios shows the tendency to allocate more capital to private equity over public equity. This is due to its more attractive riskreturn qualities, which do not take into account things such as liquidity and transaction costs (which we have ignored). In practical situations, these constraints would need to be included in the optimization model. Table 3 .3: Efficient points for the dynamic model without lookback straddles Next, we remove the restriction on the lookback straddles, and thus include them in the opportunity set. The efficient frontier for this model is the blue line in Figure 3 .1, along with the optimal mixes in Table 3 .4 (all numbers in percent). We see that the lookback straddles appear in the portfolio at every point except for the minimum risk point. Indeed, we would not expect it to be visible in a minimum risk portfolio due to its high standard deviation. To compare results, we plot all three efficient frontiers on the same chart, depicted in Figure 3 .1. The lookback options improve the performance of the multiperiod investor by taking advantage of the asset's high volatility. Again, the top end of the efficient frontier consists of multiple assets, within the context of re-balancing rules. 
Point
Conclusions
This article provides a starting point for studying how hedge funds can affect an investor's optimal investment strategy. By using a crude proxy, the lookback straddle, for a trend-following hedge fund, we find from simulation and numerical optimization that the presence of this high volatility, low return asset class can be used in a multi-period setting to improve the efficient frontier. In constructing the asset class, issues such as monitoring bias introduced by the discretization are dealt with by adjusting the volatility used in the Black-Scholes pricing formulas so that the asset class has the desired characteristics. The sensitivity to the choice of volatility is also an output of this analysis and is shown in Figure 2 .4. This locates the pricing volatility of 14.7% as approximately the cost beyond which trend following will produce negative returns and will no longer improve the efficient frontier.
There are several directions for improvement: constructing a more accurate proxy for hedge funds, for example by employing other derivative securities calibrated from data; removing the restriction that feasible strategies are fixed-mix or buy-and-hold; incorporating transaction and market impact costs. In addition, CTAs invest across a range of asset classes, for example currencies and commodities, not just equities, so a future direction we have undertaken is to build a lookback asset class based on a wider range of underlying securities. The lookback approach can also be extended to model characteristics of hedge funds that might be focusing, for example, on the trend of a spread between two assets, rather than the trend of one underlying. This has been implemented in the context of convergence trades on credit spreads in Fung and Hsieh (2002) under the Black-Scholes pricing assumptions. For more complex fixed-income models, this would lead to interesting problems of pricing lookbacks on spreads.
This work is also a contribution to the literature on understanding how to trade optimally with derivatives in a realistic (incomplete) market. Here, simulations and stochastic programming methods provide some insight where the models are beyond the scope of existing analytical methods. 
